
MANAGING YOUR 
BUILDS



“Building” software

■ Here it means building a software “artifact” from its 
“sources”. Typically this involves invoking one or more “tools” 
on these sources.

■ Examples: building an executable, building APIs 
documentation, building a jar.
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Complication of Building Large
Software
■ Large number of (hundreds, thousands) source files.
■ Complex: the commands to invoke can be quite lengthy, you 

do not want to type them every time.
■ Efficiency : if you only change few files, you do not want to 

trigger full rebuild (which may take hours). On the other hand, 
you do not want to figure out manually what the needed 
command for an incremental rebuild.

■ The project may use multiple programming languages.
■ Variants : you may want to build multiple variations of your 

software (e.g. for different OS, debug-variant, deployment-
variant)

■ So, there is real need to manage your “build tasks”.
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Terminologies

■ For the purpose of automating the building of various artifacts 
of you project, we will have a set of build tasks, e.g to compile, 
to build executable, to build jar, etc.

■ A build task is typically meant to build a specific target. Note:
some build tools treat them as synonymous.

■ The first thing we want to do is to automate build tasks.
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Example: building myProgram
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parser.ymain.c

main.o parser.c

parser.o

myProgram
(executable)

gcc -c   main.c -o  main.o bison parser.y -o  parser.c

gcc -c   parser.c -o  parser.o

gcc main.o parser.o -o  myProgram

(source)

(target)

(source)
(a build task)



Automating the build task

■ You can use a shell script, e.g.  imagine a text-file build-
exec.sh with the following content:    

■ We invoke this script in a shell:

which will run all the commands you wrote inside it.

■ Sources: main.c , parser.y
Build target: myProgram
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gcc -c   main.c -o main.o
bison parser.y -o  parser.c
gcc -c parser.c -o parser.o
gcc main.o parser.o -o myProgram

>   ./build-exec.sh



Some IDEs also allow build tasks 
automation
■ The .csproj file in your Visual Studio project describes all the 

build tasks that VS created for you. It is an XML file. Here is a 
minimalistic example helloworld.csproj :

■ The “target” “Build” will invoke the csc compiler. To invoke 
“Build” from the shell:
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IDE = Integrated Development Environment. Visual Studio is an IDE. So are Eclipse, NetBeans, and IntelliJ.

<Project xmlns="http://schemas.microsoft.com/developer/msbuild/2003"> 
<ItemGroup> 

<Compile Include="helloworld.cs" /> 
</ItemGroup> 
<Target Name="Build"> 

<Csc Sources="@(Compile)"/>   
</Target> 

</Project> 

>  msbuild helloworld.csproj /t:Build.



Just scripting tasks does not solve 
all our problems

■ Again, our build-exec.sh :    

■ Running this script the 2nd time will simply re-do all those 
commands.

■ Suppose we change the source parser.y, then invoke the 
script to re-build myProgram, it will dutifully do the entire set 
of commands again.

■ Wasteful. For a big project such a full build may take hours!
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gcc -c   main.c -o main.o
bison parser.y -o  parser.c
gcc -c parser.c -o parser.o
gcc main.o parser.o -o myProgram



Dependency

■ A build task often depends on “source artifacts”.
– We need a scripting solution that is aware of such 

dependency.
– Unfortunately, it is very hard for a computer to figure out build 

dependency on its own. So current build tools require you to 
specify, somehow, on which sources each build task depends 
on.

– The build tool then automatically figures out which build tasks 
need to be run.
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Make

“Make” is a build tool (Feldman, 1978), probably the most widely 
used.

■ you can specify the dependency of each task

■ easy to use

■ technology neutral: interop with most compilers or tools 

■ available on (almost) every operating system

■ There is probably no large software system in the world today 
that has not been processed by a version or offspring of Make —
Feldman’s 2003 ACM Software System Award citation 
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Makefile
■ You specify build tasks in a file named “makefile”.
■ In Make’s jargon, a task is specified by a “rule”, which takes 

the following form:

■ Can be invoked in the shell by:

If the target is “obsolete”, this will do run the task as 
specified, else it does nothing.
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target :   dep1 dep2 ... depn
<tab> command1
<tab>  command2

...

>  make name_of_the_target



Example
■ Imagine the following file named “makefile”, specifying four 

tasks :

■ The first target is also the default target. We can run tasks 
from the shell:
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myProgram : main.o parser.o
gcc main.o parser.o -o myProgram

parser.c : parser.y
bison  parser.y -o  parser.c

main.o : main.c
gcc -c main.c -o main.o

parser.o : parser.c
gcc -c parser.c -o parser.o

>  make parser.c

>  make myProgram

>  make



Make’s behavior

■ Make thinks that the target and its dependencies are files.

■ A target is “obsolete” when it (as a file) doesn’t exist or when it 
exists, but is older than one of its dependencies (depk above, also 
called “prerequisites”)

■ Make can be thought to behave as follows. When given a target T:
– make first recursively targets T’s dependencies. 
– If after this T is obsolete, T’s rule (its commands) is executed to 

re-build T. Otherwise the rule is skipped.
– we are done with T.
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target :   dep1 dep2 ... depn
<tab> command1
<tab>  command2

...



Example
■ Consider again the previous makefile :

■ Suppose we already run make myProgram. Then we edit 
parser.y. We run make myProgram again to rebuild. But this 
time, it will only rebuild parser.o and myProgram. In particular, 
it does not rebuild main,o.
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myProgram : main.o parser.o
gcc main.o parser.o -o myProgram

parser.c : parser.y
bison  parser.y -o  parser.c

main.o : main.c
gcc -c main.c -o main.o

parser.o : parser.c
gcc -c parser.c -o parser.o



How does this look like in Visual 
Studio .csproj ?

The “inputs” attribute of a target specifies its dependencies.
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<Project xmlns="http://schemas.microsoft.com/developer/msbuild/2003"> 
<ItemGroup> 

<Compile Include="helloworld.cs" /> 
</ItemGroup> 
<Target Name="Build”   Inputs="@(Compile)”   Outputs=“helloworld.exe">   

<Csc Sources="@(Compile)"/>   
</Target> 

</Project> 



Pattern rule 
A pattern rule matches a class of target/dependency pair so we 
don’t have to write every instance by hand. Example:

The special variables $< and $@ refer to the prerequisite and target, 
respectively. Invoking make myProgram triggers main.o and 
parser.o to be built. In turn, these are built through the pattern rule 
above.
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myProgram : main.o parser.o
gcc main.o parser.o -o myProgram

parser.c : parser.y
bison  parser.y -o  parser.c

%.o : %.c 
gcc –c   $<  -o   $@



Macros 
■ Also called “variables”. Syntax:

■ Example
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macro = definition

CC = gcc
VERSION = `date + %Y.%m%d`
DISTNAME = myPrg_$(VERSION)

dist : myProgram
zip $(DISTNAME).zip myProgram *.c 

myProgram : main.o parser.o
$(CC) main.o parser.o -o myProgram

parser.c : parser.y
bison  parser.y -o  parser.c

%.o : %.c 
$(CC) –c   $<  -o   $@

A shell command can be invoked in 
a macro, by back-quoting it.

dist is a so-
called 
phony 
target.

A macro can be redefined when 
you invoke make. E.g. to use 
gcc_v5 instead of gcc we do e.g. 
>  make CC=“gcc_v5” myProgram

A macro is expanded when it is 
used (not when it is defined)



Phony targets 
■ Normally, a make “target” represents a file. But you can also 

name a target that does not correspond to a file. This is called 
a “phony target”. You have seen one example:

■ Assuming you don’t and never have a file called “dist” in your 
project root, the target “dist” above is always obsolete. So 
invoking it will always trigger its commands.

■ A phony target can be seen as a short hand of its commands.

■ Other example, to clean up temporary files:
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dist : myProgram
zip $(DISTNAME).zip myProgram *.c 

clean: 
rm -f  *.o parser.c myProgram



Few things to keep in mind 
when using make

■ Every command-line specified in a task/rule is executed in its 
own shell instance. E.g. this will not list the content of src:
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listsrc:
cd src
ls *

listsrc:
cd src ; ls *

but this one does:



A project with sub-projects
■ Imagine a project P with two sub projects Main and 

CommonLib. Let’s assume the following simplistic 
directory structure:

■ Consider the following simplistic process 
to build mySuperProgram. We can write one makefile
to build it. However, this solution is not really flexible 
if you want to build CommonLib e.g. with different 
parameters than the build for Main.
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P
↳ Main
↳ CommonLib

o Alternatively, we can write separate makefiles for Main and 
CommonLib. This let you configure their build tasks separately.

o The makefile of the parent project P can “recursively” invoke the make 
of its sub-projects.

CommonLib/
abc.o

Main/xyz.o

Main/main.oCommonLib/l
lib.o

mySuperProgram



“Recursive” make

■ Imagine now we have these structures:

■ Content of P/makefile : 

■ This works, as long as the sub-projects have no dependency 
between them, or if they do, the dependency is the same 
direction as the order in which they are built. E.g. wrt P’s 
makefile above, Main can depend on CommonLib, but 
CommonLib should not depend on Main.

Else your build may fail to see that an artifact has changed, 
which should actually trigger rebuilt. Unsafe behavior!
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P
↳ makefile
↳ Main
↳ makefile

↳ CommonLib
↳ makefile

SUBDIRS=CommonLib Main 

mySuperProgram: CommonLib/lib.o Main/main.o
for i in $(SUBDIRS) ; do make -C $i ; done 

make –C dir
changes to the 
specified directory 
first, before 
running a makefile



Other source of unsafe behavior

■ Suppose our main.c contains this line :

■ Our previous makefile contains a rule to build main.o :

■ Unfortunately, make is not aware of the dependency on config.h. 
If the latter is changed, make main.o will not rebuild it! (this is of 
course wrong). 

■ Note that as remarked before, in general it is hard for any tool to 
figure out the complete dependency of a build target on its own. 
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#include "config.h” 
... 

main.o: main.c
gcc ... 



Make’s other limitations

■ Makefiles can be very big (and unreadable). 
■ Make is not by itself aware of system-dependent or user-

dependent aspects (e.g. the location of a certain library) 
– there are tools like autoconf to mitigate this 

■ We often want to create multiple builds of a system: 
– With or without debug info.
– A light or professional build.
– A build for each platform we support. 

There is no first class way to deal with this in Make – each 
build will overwrite the previous one
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Other build systems 

■ Programming language specific build tools: Cabal (Haskell), 
Ant, Maven(Java), . . . 

■ Modern IDEs (such as Eclipse or Visual Studio) come with 
integrated build management – typically configured through a 
GUI or XML document. 

■ Proprietary tools such as Vesta or ClearCase. 

■ Rake (based on Ruby, so get Ruby), Bazel (from Google)
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Rake
■ Like Make, Rake is a build tool.

■ Instead of makefile, you write a file named “Rakefile”.

■ You describe your build tasks in this Rakefile.

■ Rake uses the programming language Ruby to interpret a 
Rakefile. A Rakefile is simply a Ruby script, where you can 
write build-related expressions that will be “collected” by Rake 
and “passed” to Ruby for execution.

■ Ruby is a popular “multi-paradigm” programming language: 
OO, imperative, functional, and dynamic.

■ This means you have the full expressiveness of Ruby to 
program your build tasks!
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Some bits of Ruby

■ Defining a method:

■ Invoking it:
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def test1(x)
x + 1

end

test1 10*10 > returns 101



Some bits of Ruby
■ Defining a method that also takes a “block” as a parameter :

■ Invoking it:
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def test2(x)
yield x
x + 1

end

test2 10*10 do |v|
puts “x = #{v}”

end

> prints  x=100
> returns 101

Having a yield in the method implicitly
means that the method also expects a
“block” to be passed to it. yield x
invokes this block, passing x as a
parameter to it.

do |v| expr end defines a 
“block”, which is a piece of 
program. Furthermore, this 
block takes one parameter 
v. 



A simple task in Rakefile
■ Imagine a Rakefile containing the following task to “cook” 

dinner (not showing the definition of “pasta” and “sauce”) :

■ The task can be invoked in the shell as follows:

This will trigger the tasks pasta then sauce, and then the body 
of cook is executed.

■ Internally, “task” is a method that expects a dictionary (called 
Hash in Ruby) and a block. The block in the above example is 
unparameterized. This method can be thought as resgistering
the prescribed task, to be invoked later through Rake.
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task ”cook" => [”pasta”, “sauce”] do   
puts “cooking dinner”

end

> rake cook



File related task
■ An example of a file related task, use “file” instead of “task”:

■ If the target is “obsolete” (as in the Make-sense), this will first 
trigger the tasks associated with the dependencies, and then 
it executes its own body.
If the target is not obsolete, no action is taken.
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file ”parser.o" => ”parser.c” do   
sh "gcc -c parser.c -o parser.o”

end 



Rule pattern
■ The example below defines a generic task to compile any .c to 

the corresponding .o (analogous to Make’s rule pattern). The 
example also shows some extra bits we get from having the 
expressiveness of a full programming language like Ruby in 
our disposal:
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rule ".o" => ".c" do |t|  
s = File.size t.source
puts "compiling #{t.source} (#{s} bytes) to #{t.name}\n"  
sh "gcc -c #{t.source} -o #{t.name}”

end 

> rake main.o > prints: compiling main.c
(1000 bytes) to main.o
> producing main.o



Further reading
■ Make
– Documentation: 

https://www.gnu.org/software/make/manual/make.html
– Managing Projects with GNU Make: The Power of GNU Make for 

Building Anything. Mecklenburg.
■ Rake
– Documentation: 

http://rake.rubyforge.org/doc/rakefile_rdoc.html
– Book to learn Rake : couldn’t find any.
■ To effectively use Rake I recommend you to first gain 

understanding in Ruby:
– Documentation: http://ruby-doc.org/
– Book: Programming Ruby 1.9 & 2.0, the Pragmatic 

Programmers' Guide. Thomas, Fowler, Hunt.
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